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UK credit card market: the current state of play
OST PANDEMIC, the United Kingdom’s credit card
industry has seen spend and account activity picking
up as day-to-day life returns to normal, and consumers
catch up on events and activities that had been postponed
during lockdowns. Spend may be returning but the payments
level remains high, suppressing interest-bearing balances
more than would ordinarily be expected. In addition, some
categories are showing signs of consumer caution. With
around 80 percent of credit card revenue stemming from
interest, issuers may face P&L challenges as belts tighten.
The cost-of-living crisis is certain to impact cardholder behaviour, though
dramatic impacts have yet to be seen in issuer data, with delinquency levels
still trending below pre-pandemic norms. However, conditions are changing
quickly as inflation bites and interest rates rise – credit card issuers will need
to be well prepared to adjust as cardholders’ circumstances develop in the
coming months.
This white paper provides an overview of the key trends driving the UK credit
card market and makes key recommendations as to how issuers can adapt
and respond to the new economic environment.

Understanding the post-pandemic credit card market
We begin by looking at key
metrics over the last ten,
historically unprecedented,
quarters.

Issuer caution and government support saw
demand for credit tumble with Covid's arrival
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During the pandemic, many
issuers adopted a cautious
approach to new acquisitions,
Source: Argus Advisory CCPS
with lockdowns and associated
economic upheaval expected to lead to increased unemployment. Government support
such as furlough schemes, along with the widespread move to home-based working,
softened the impacts considerably, leading to reduced demand for new credit.
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As the economy reopened and many consumers sought to make up for lost time with
regards to holidays, events and entertainment, the acquisition rate began to recover
quickly, but still lagged behind 2019 levels at the halfway stage of 2022.
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This reduced number of new
customers will probably have
longer term implications for
issuers’ portfolios, feeding into
lower active accounts and
overall profitability.

Although yet to reach pre-pandemic levels,
account activity is steadily returning
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Similarly, we can see that
consumers’ use of their cards
declined rapidly through the initial
lockdown periods.
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Source: Argus Advisory CCPS

Activity began to increase in the
second quarter of 2021 as public health restrictions were broadly lifted, but the number
of active credit card accounts still lags typical 2019 figures by a significant margin.
While acquisitions and active
account rates have yet to recover
pre-pandemic levels, credit card
spend has grown strongly since
the start of 2021, beating 2019
levels by the end of that year.

Spend in 2022's first half beat 1H19 levels; interestbearing balances however continued to edge down
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Although this boost in spend
has been good news for issuers,
Source: Argus Advisory CCPS
it has not been matched by a
corresponding growth in interest-bearing balances, a key factor in industry profitability.
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The growth in spend has seemingly been driven by transactor accounts which,
combined with increased payment levels during the pandemic, have reduced average
balances per open account by close to 20 percent, comparing the first half of 2022 with
the same period in 2019. The decline in this metric had slowed by the middle of this year
and does now seem likely to reverse as inflation-driven pressures start to bear down
on consumers.
Given the current environment,
issuers will be reassured that
delinquency levels, which
lowered around the second
half of 2020 as government-led
support measures came into
effect, have remained at low
levels, with one key indicator –
‘assets more than two cycles
past due’ – at a little over 1.5
percent of assets in the first half
of 2022.

The delinquency trend has been defying
fears – but must be closely monitored
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Tracking the movement of this metric as the economy changes will be essential as
issuers seek to protect their portfolios from credit losses.
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How are UK consumer lenders positioned?
Second quarter results from the major banks showed that their customers are faring
remarkably well despite the darkening macroeconomic picture: NatWest for example saw
its credit card balances up by eight percent for the first half of 2022, though Barclays
saw reduced borrowing and higher customer repayments, with Lloyds also reporting
prudential customer behaviour such as reducing entertainment outlay.
The positive unemployment figures, announcements on government help for energy bills,
and consumers’ deposits built up during the pandemic are providing some cheer, raising
hopes that if recession comes it will be short lived. Lenders’ income is being buoyed by
the ongoing round of interest-rate rises.

Context: UK payments market trends
Credit-card
spend remains
a relatively small
share of overall
card spend in the
UK, with debit
cards accounting
for over 70 percent
of all card spend.
There is potential
for issuers to grow
their share by
encouraging use
of credit cards,
particularly for
e-commerce.

The e-commerce opportunity is there
for the taking by credit card issuers
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New payment methods may offer potential longer-term threats to card spend, including Open Bankingdriven services such as Variable Recurring payments that bypass traditional cards rails. In August 2022,
NatWest’s PayIt service announced that it had processed over £1bn in payments since launch – small
sums in the grand scheme of this payments market but showing the potential for consumer uptake as
these initiatives develop and gain greater consumer awareness.
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What might the future hold for consumers and
issuers as we move out of the pandemic and into
a new era?
Britain’s consumers are facing a range of pressures on their household finances as we
move into the second half of 2022 and through to 2023. Inflation has re-entered the
economy for the first time since the 1990’s, driven by a range of factors – primarily sharp
increases in the cost of energy prompted by war in Ukraine compounding the extended
supply-chain issues that arose during the pandemic.
Energy bills have been the biggest focus of attention for consumers, with average annual
household costs forecast to hit £4,400 ($5,044) by Spring next year (more than double
current averages) before the incoming government announced new measures to freeze
bills. While the new price cap should offer important protection to consumers, particularly
those on lower incomes, gas and electricity bills still have the potential to significantly eat
into consumers’ disposable income for some time to come.
1

Inflation has grown quickly
from the fourth quarter of
2021, with pay increases
lagging significantly. As
this white paper was being
prepared, the Office for
National Statistics (ONS)
published data showing that
wages fell at the fastest rate
in at least 20 years in real
terms during the second
quarter of 2022.

Inflation has returned to the UK, reshaping
household finances
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Interest rates have risen
in response to inflationary
pressures, breaching the one
percent marker for the first time
since the Global Financial Crisis,
having been at 0.1 percent as
recently as December 2021, with
the Bank of England forecasting
future increases: these will
increase mortgages and rental
costs, among other meaningfully
negative impacts on the
consumer economy.

1.

Inflation has outstripped wage growth since
the latter part of 2021
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Cornwall Insight, August 2022
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At the same time, the employment picture has stayed broadly positive since the initial
lifting of lockdowns, with some sectors – notably hospitality, transport, and care –
experiencing a shortage of workers. Wages have grown (but not, as we’ll see, evenly
across the economy) and are now no longer keeping up with inflation, causing a fall in
real incomes for many workers: average real pay in Q2 2023 could be nine percent lower
than two years earlier, wiping out all pay growth since 2003 according to
one forecast .
2

With the public sector an exception, wage growth
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With the public sector an exception, wage growth
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Where wage growth had
been broadly aligned across
industry sectors leading up
to the end of the last decade,
this has now diverged because
of pandemic impacts. Some
sectors have seen relatively
strong growth as lockdowns
were lifted, while others (such
as public-sector workers) have
fallen behind.

Source: ONS

Much will depend on the speed with which increased interest rates slow down inflation,
with current forecasts suggesting that heightened energy costs will probably be a
factor for at least two winters, but it is clear that many consumers here are beginning to
experience a change in their circumstances and have started trimming back discretionary
spend or turning to credit to help pay for day-to-day expenses.

2.

Resolution Foundation, September 2022
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How is consumer behaviour changing as the
cost-of-living crisis starts to pinch?
Credit card spend on travel and
The bounceback in travel spend is
accommodation accelerated
unlikely to be maintained
strongly from the start of 2021 as
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consumers took the opportunity
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% growth from 1Q19
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following a period when this
metric had fallen deep into negative territory.
How sustainable this growth will be remains to be seen. Through the first half of 2022
market surveys have shown consumer confidence falling to record lows; spending, by
contrast, has held up. The pent-up demand for travel – helped no doubt by consumer
savings and reduced credit balances – has certainly driven a surge in travel spend, but
there are signs developing that
The first half of this year has seen credit-card spend
this will fall back with the end
on Utilities soar by more than a fifth y-o-y
of the summer as cost-of-living
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Accounts using credit cards for Utilities spend - growth indexed to 1Q 2019
agents was down by five percent
Source: Argus Advisory CCPS
and airlines by 2.6 percent.
3

Argus Advisory spend data suggests that some consumers are already turning to their
credit cards to pay for everyday expenditure such as food, petrol and energy – an
indicator that household finances are under increasing pressure. Credit card spend on
the utilities category was up more than 20 percent year on year in the first half of 2022,
even before significant increases in the energy cap, which seemed at the time set to lead
to dauntingly higher prices for household energy, were announced.

3.

Barclaycard press release on consumer spending trends in August 2022
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A changing landscape for consumer finance
Over half of respondents surveyed in TransUnion’s Consumer Pulse Survey for the
second quarter of 2022 had already significantly reduced spend activities and intended
to further reduce them in coming quarters. All spend categories were affected, but
consumers surveyed planned to slash retail and discretionary expenditures as the year
wore on.
4

More than a quarter of low-income consumers surveyed anticipated an inability to fully
discharge their financial commitments, a state of affairs reflected in growing demand
for unsecured credit. Conversely, there is a substantial cohort that can be described
as increasingly cushioned from the rising cost of living: a quarter of respondents saw
incomes rise in the previous three months.

Are households still cushioned by lockdown savings?
During the pandemic, household borrowing shrank in the UK as lockdowns limited
opportunities to spend, particularly for discretionary spend categories such as hospitality
and travel. Government support, such as furlough schemes, helped to protect the
finances of many households.
Lockdown periods saw households not just paying down credit card balances, but also
building their savings pots to record levels. This built a cushion for many consumers
which probably helped through the immediate post-pandemic period of reduced
government support and increased cost of living.

Consumer savings habits have firmly
reverted to the long-term mean
25

UK: Households' savings
ratio (%; 1Q19-1Q22)
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With spending patterns having
now normalised and finances
being squeezed, households are
no longer accumulating ‘excess’
savings and, while these rates are
still higher than in 2019, they have
fallen below the ten-year average.
The temporary savings buffer
may have deferred the worst of
the stresses, but the signs are
that there is limited scope for
consumers to cushion the blow
further as we move towards the
end of 2022.

All the factors above suggest that issuers will see a changing picture in the coming
months, with the potential for balances to grow on the one hand, but new pressures on
payments, delinquencies and fraud likely to emerge on the other.
The good news for issuers is that, among people surveying credit options with the
intention of applying for (new/refinanced) credit in the coming 12 months, 38 percent plan
to get a new credit card – the most popular choice of product available.
4

4.

TransUnion Consumer Pulse Study, Q2 2022
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How should issuers respond to the challenges of
the new economic environment?
Credit card issuers who can optimise their strategies and operations across
the full scope of their businesses will be best placed to navigate an economy
that may prove challenging for many players. Understanding which lessons
to learn from recent economic upheavals will be key, as will gaining a deep
knowledge of current and potential customer segments in order to maximise
opportunities and mitigate risks.
Taking a long-term view through the economic cycle will give issuers the best
chance of maximising portfolio profitability as the economic environment
develops.

Growing and protecting the back book
How can issuers maximise revenue from their
current clients while minimising charge-offs?
Lenders’ existing customers can provide
opportunities for issuers to generate additional
revenue. At the same time, optimising understanding
of clients’ off-us behaviour can help to reduce fraud
risks, protecting the bottom line.

New customer acquisitions
How should issuers think about their acquisition
strategies as consumers start to feel the
pressures of higher living costs?
While issuers may be inclined to significantly cut back
new customer acquisitions in the face of worsening
consumer finances, Argus believes that well-defined
and segmented acquisition strategies present
an opportunity to grow market share while
positioning successfully for future economic
upturns. By reducing new acquisitions significantly,
lenders risk leaving profitable accounts to their
competitors.
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Strategies to consider

How Argus Advisory can help

Portfolio benchmarking

Argus’s CCPS service leverages an unmatched
industry dataset – based on anonymised, granular
data derived from real-world transaction and account
information covering 90%+ of the UK market – to
deliver actionable insights on each of the key drivers
of the credit market. Regular market reporting at an
industry and peer group level, plus deep dive and
analytic engagements, gives issuers the portfolio
insights they need to thrive in challenging times.

Tracking credit card portfolio performance
against the wider market and peer groups on
key metrics such as spend, share of wallet, acquisition
rate, and delinquency gives issuers a key competitive
advantage. Tracking against market trends helps
issuers understand their strengths and weaknesses
while highlighting the levers to pull to optimise
performance in changing market conditions.

Leveraging engagement scores to
target existing cardholders and current
account customers

Argus Advisory is uniquely placed to support issuers
with defining and implementing their Existing Customer
Management strategy. Our unique suite of
wallet models can be leveraged to target customers
with tailored and relevant offers to capture greater
wallet share.

Building a detailed understanding of a portfolio’s key
segments allows issuers to target their customers with
the most appropriate offers and products,

Argus utilises various industry leading machine learning
techniques to build the suite of wallet models. Argus
Wallet Model scores can be leveraged throughout the
customer lifecycle: activation, early months on books,
usage, retention and attrition.

Increasing customer engagement, spend and wallet
share. Capturing spend amongst customers exhibiting
mixed-user behaviour off-us will drive additional
longer-term revenues.

Reviewing policies for application and
product eligibility

Argus can help in this space by assessing and
reviewing eligibility rules to determine which could
potentially be relaxed. Taking each of the eligibility
rules, we can assess whether the same customers
that are ineligible for a CLI on-us, receives CLI/BT/MT
offers from a competitor, and provide a view of how
these customers perform to illustrate the potential
opportunity and uplift.

Optimising eligibility for Credit Line
Increases, Balance Transfers, Money Transfers
In the current environment, where there is increased
competition to capture wallet share to grow spend and
balances, it is also important to ensure that the volume
of customers issuers can reach with CLIs/BT and MT
offers is also maximised.

Argus can help support issuers through performing
a review of recently declined credit card applications
to understand the behaviour of declines off-us, and
assess whether application score cut-offs, policy
overrides and other decisioning factors are optimally
set for volume and profit.

Applications decline review
Assess whether application score cut-offs, policy
overrides and other decisioning factors are optimally
set for volume, profit and customer satisfaction.

Fraud mitigation: protecting against
Malicious Cardholder Intent (MCI)
Reducing charge-offs driven by fraud can be
a key lever to protecting profitability. This sophisticated
form of first party credit abuse, in which the consumer
deliberately places cards with multiple issuers and
exhibits good behaviours before deliberately maxing
out on one or more of the cards, is often cited as the
most difficult to detect.

Argus’s unique full wallet view enables the identification
of malicious customer intent and detection of
credit abuse behaviours at a consumer level. This
approach enables issuers to take immediate action
via limit decreases, spend blocks, removals from limit
increases and promotional campaigns, and account
closures. Implementing this can potentially reduce as
much as 20-30 percent of an issuer’s MIC exposure.

Typically committed by organised crime rings using
their knowledge of issuer decision engines to maximize
the credit line prior to intentionally abusing the available
credit, MCI fraud accounted for over 17 percent of
Industry charge-offs in 2020.
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Conclusion and key recommendations
The coming quarters are likely to bring a range of challenges for credit card issuers as
the economy moves from one unprecedented period to a new set of conditions not
experienced in the United Kingdom for a number of decades. Households will have to
make difficult decisions on spending and borrowing, government will have tough choices
to make on supporting the economy, and issuers will need to tread a path to growing
profitability while protecting customers through difficult times.
Inflationary pressures on household finances and a potential recession may put strains
on loan books in a way that has not been seen since the Global Financial Crisis, while –
looking further out – opportunities to grow spend and balances from consumers who are
more sheltered from these current economic shifts should not be ignored.
Issuers who have a deep understanding – not just of their customers’ and portfolio’s
performance but of overall market trends and the performance of their peers – will be
best positioned to succeed as the economic environment develops. Gaining a strategic,
segmented view of cardholders’ current behaviour and their likely future performance will
be essential to avoiding credit risks while ensuring that available spend and balances are
maximised. Staying on top of industry movements and developments across a range of
key metrics will help issuers steer the optimum path through challenging conditions.
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Argus Advisory: supporting issuers through
challenging times
Leading financial institutions, payments providers, and retailers worldwide count on our
competitive studies, predictive analytics, models, and advisory services to provide a
clear perspective on where their business stands today—and to best position them for
success in the future.
With access to the largest transactional data set in the UK, including more than 50 million
account-level records, £54 billion in assets, £195 billion in consumer spending, and
hundreds of models of consumer behaviour, our customers gain a competitive advantage
and harness the power of unveiling unique insights that resolve our clients’ most
challenging business issues.
Through its unique CCPS (Credit Card Payments Studies) consortia and wide industry
experience, Argus Advisory supports the UK’s leading issuers in:

•

Portfolio Growth
Stimulate spend and balance growth to drive portfolio profitability. Benchmark
against the market and peer groups. Understand industry trends and drivers through
deep market analysis and strategic insights.

•

Enhanced Segmentation
Identify and target profitable segments with Argus’ unique wallet model. Understand
both on-us and off-us cardholder behaviours to improve marketing effectiveness.
Optimise eligibility strategies for acquisitions and promotional offers.

•

Risk Mitigation
Proactively manage fraud and credit risks to minimise bottom-line impacts. Track
industry-wide delinquency trends and guard against customer abuse.

•

Analytic Insights
Position for success in challenging times with ongoing standardised market reporting
and deep dives across key metrics and industry topics. Leverage Argus’ industry
knowledge and expert analysts to enhance strategic decision-making.

Argus Advisory can help to optimise issuers’ strategies across a range of activities, from
customer acquisition to fraud reduction. Leveraging a deep pool of credit card market
data, we work closely with issuers to define and refine strategies for the best possible
portfolio performance. Our market-wide view of the industry helps us to identify the
customer segments that are key to maximising revenues and minimising charge-offs.

Contact details
For more information, or if you would like to discuss how Argus Advisory can help your
organisation grow, please contact us at research_enquiries@argusinformation.com.
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